We have conducted a study to quantify the systematic differences resulting from using different stellar population models in optical spectroscopic identification of type II AGN. We examined the different AGN detection fractions of 7069 nearby galaxies (z ≤ 0.09) with SDSS DR8 spectra when using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003, BC03), Vazdekis et al. (2010, MILES), and solar metallicity Maraston and Strömbäck (2011) (MS11 solar ) stellar population models. The line fluxes obtained using BC03 and MS11 solar are publicly available from SDSS data releases. We find that the BC03 templates result in systematically higher BPT line ratios and consequently higher AGN fractions and the MS11 solar templates result in systematically lower line ratios and AGN fractions compared with the MILES templates. Using MILES as the standard, BC03 results in 25% "false positives" and MS11 solar results in 22% "false negatives" when using the Kewley et al. (2001a) boundary for AGN identification. The fraction of galaxies whose AGN identification changes for different templates is luminosity dependent, ranging from a few percent for L [OIII]5007 ≥ 10 40 erg s −1 and increasing to ∼ 50% for L [OIII]5007 ≤ 10 38 erg s −1 . These results suggest that template choice should be accounted for when using and comparing the AGN and emission line fluxes from different catalogs.
INTRODUCTION
Optical spectroscopy is a powerful tool to probe the physical properties of active galactic nuclei (AGN). Broad-line (type I) AGN are characterised by their broad hydrogen Balmer lines, with Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) values up to a few thousand km s −1 . Narrow-line (type II) AGN however, need to be distinguished from star-forming galaxies since they emit the same set of ionised forbidden lines such as [N II] 6584 and [O III]5007. The differences in the ratios of these lines to the narrow hydrogen Balmer lines (i.e., Hα, and Hβ) between AGN and star-forming galaxies were first reported by Baldwin, Phillips and Terlevich (1981, hereafter, BPT) , and further explored by others (e.g., Osterbrock & Pogge 1985; Veilluex & Osterbrock 1987; Kewley et al. 2001a; Kauffmann et al. 2003; Stasińska et al. 2006 ; Kewley et al. 2006; Cid Fernandes et al. 2010 . Kewley et al. (2001a) developed separation criteria based on theoretical modeling of star formation lines, while Kauffmann et al. (2003) defined empirical separation criteria based on Sloan Digital sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) spectra.
The spectra of galaxies containing AGN show not only emission features but also stellar absorption lines and continuum emission from the host galaxies. Subtraction of the host galaxy contribution to the integrated light in previous works (e.g., Ho et al. 1997; Kewley et al. 2000 Kewley et al. , 2001b Kauffmann et al. 2003) has been done either with a local polynomial fit or using templates (e.g., Bruzual & Charlot 2003) . The former is easy to perform, does not rely on any models, and can be straightforwardly applied as a quick solution for the absorption and continuum components estimation, especially for objects with very strong emission features (e.g., those of Seyfert I AGN). However, when the spectrum contains non-negligible absorption features, the accuracy of the emission line fluxes can be affected. Weak emission line features, especially hidden in the absorption and continuum components, can easily be underestimated in a local polynomial continuum fit. In these cases, using stellar templates to fit the absorption and continuum gives a more accurate solution. Full-spectrum-fitting and subtraction of absorption and continuum components requires strong enough absorption features to match with stellar templates. Instead of full-spectrum-fitting, one can also use principle component analysis (PCA) (e.g., Hao et al. 2005a; Greene & Ho 2007; Allen et al. 2013) to determine the underlying galaxy spectra and to extract the emission lines.
Several studies based on AGN spectroscopic identification have been published (e.g., Kauffmann et al. 2003; Miller et al. 2003; Kewley et al. 2006 ) using SDSS data. The AGN detection rate is known to depend on the details of data processing (Hao et al. 2005a ): redshift ranges, signal-to-noise cut of the data, and the boundary that separates type II AGN from star-forming galaxies in BPT diagrams (i.e., the authors may have different AGN identification criteria).
In this work, we consider the impact of the using different stellar population models on AGN identification, which has not previously been quantified. The AGN identification in SDSS data releases first used Bruzual & Charlot (2003, BC03) , and currently Maraston and Strömbäck (2011) at solar metallicity only (MS11 solar ), as templates for stellar component analysis. As more stellar population models become available, systematic studies of AGN identification's dependence on the stellar model used become possible. This is important not only for finding the best template, but also for understanding the merits and limitations of the models. In our study, we compare the results from BC03, MS11 solar , and Vazdekis et al. (2010, MILES) stellar population models.
In Section 2, we present both the sample for our study and our procedure for identifying narrow line AGN candidates. In Section 3, we review the stellar population models used in this analysis. We also describe how we applied stellar population models to our data. Our results and the relative effects from varing the templates are presented in Section 4, where we also discuss the aspects of the stellar templates which lead to different results. We present our conclusions in Section 5. The appendix includes other properties we explored that do not cause major differences in type II AGN identification, namely, wavelength range, young stellar populations, Seyfert II vs. LINERs, and data quality.
DATA SAMPLE AND AGN IDENTIFICATION
This work is part of our efforts to construct an all-sky optical AGN catalog (Zaw, Chen and Farrar, in prep, ZCF18 below) , based on optical spectra from the 2MASS Redshift Survey (2MRS, Huchra et al. 2012) . The 2MRS was assembled from observations by the 2MRS team (with the FAst Spectrograph for the Tillinghast telescope at the Fred L. Whipple Observatory in the north and Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory in the south) and from other catalogs, including the SDSS data release (DR) 8, the 6dF Galaxy Survey, and the NASA Extragalactic Database. Among all the subsamples, the SDSS subsample has the best signal to noise ratios, and the only one where absolute flux calibration and telluric correction has been applied to the spectra. In addition, the line fluxes from SDSS data releases can be used to cross check our work. We therefore use the SDSS subsample for our study. The SDSS subsample consists of the spectra of 7069 galaxies with a redshift of z ≤ 0.09. These spectra cover the wavelength range 3800-9200 A, with a mean resolution of R∼1800-2000. Figure 1 . An example to illustrate that template subtraction is necessary to identify weak emission lines. Top panels: data are marked as black lines, the best fit models are marked as red lines, the horizontal blue lines are showing the 1σ error spectra, the green dots are the residuals in regions without emission lines. Weak Hβ emission line is absent before template subtraction. Bottom panels: Residual spectra showing the emission line features after subtracting the best-fit (absorption) models.
Type II AGN candidate identification
A detailed description of the emission line galaxy selection is given in our catalog paper (ZCF18). We briefly summarise the process here. After rebinning the data and model spectra to the same spectral resolution, and masking out the AGN identification emission line regions, a full-spectrum-fitting was performed on each SDSS object using pPXF (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004) . In the fitting procedure, the model spectra are shifted to the redshift of the observed spectra and broadened to account for stellar velocity dispersion. Each fit consists of a linear combination of model spectra. The fits are required to yield a physical stellar velocity dispersion, σ fit < 1000 km s −1 , in order to be considered acceptable. The fitting routine uses the error spectrum, provided with the data, to calculate a reduced χ 2 value for each acceptable fit. The "best-fit" spectrum is the one which minimizes the reduced χ 2 . We limit the sample to those spectra whose reduced χ 2 are less than 2.55 in the full-spectrum-fitting process, which keeps 99% of the spectra with successful fits.
The residual spectrum produced by subtracting the best-fit model from the data spectrum, is used to analyze the emission line features. The galaxies with weak emission lines are most affected by the choice of stellar templates. Figure 1 shows an example where the Hβ emission line is invisible in the spectrum by eye, but is identified by the template subtraction using MILES (Vazdekis et al. 2010) Kewley et al. (2001a) criteria to separate star-forming galaxies and type II AGN candidates, i.e., those above Kewley et al. (2001a) line are taken as type II AGN, those below Kewley et al. (2001a) line are taken as star-forming galaxies.
3. MODEL TEMPLATES Stellar population models (SPM) are constructed by integrating a group of stellar spectra, known as a stellar library, with weights given by the initial mass functions. The group of stars are assumed to share the same age and chemical components, (i.e., metallicity), but with a variety of stellar masses. Their integrated light forms a single stellar population spectrum. The connection between stellar population models and individual stellar spectra are stellar parameters such as effective temperature T eff , surface gravity log g, and metallicity [Fe/H] . When the stellar populations are constructed, an interpolator is applied to generate the grid of stars used to integrate the light of the population; see Conroy (2013) , Vazdekis et al. (2010) and references therein for details. The interpolator is based on the parameter space coverage of the underlying stellar library. When stars are limited to a certain part of the parameter space, the interpolator may be biased if the available data does not adequately span the parameter space. Each stellar population model consists of a set of single stellar population (SSP) templates with a given age and metallicity.
The Bruzual & Charlot (2003) templates are widely used to subtract the stellar absorption components and the continuum, in analyses of emission line galaxies, because they cover a large spectral wavelength range and were developed earlier. In the last decade, with improvements in both data and theoretical modelling, more stellar libraries have been constructed and published (e.g., Chen et al. 2014; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006; Gregg et al. 2006; Prugniel & Soubiran 2001) , and their corresponding stellar population models are available (e.g., Vazdekis et al. 2010; Le Borgne et al. 2004; Vazdekis et al. 2016; Maraston and Strömbäck 2011) .
In this work we compare the stellar population models of MILES, MS11 solar MILES-based models, González Delgado et al. (2005, hereafter G05 ) and BC03. The SDSS fluxes for DR8 were based on host galaxy subtraction using BC03. More recently, Thomas et al. (2013) made public new fluxes for DR8 spectra using MS11 solar . MILES model is based on observed stellar optical spectra (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006 ); the BC03 model was constructed from a combination of theoretical and observed spectra. The MS11 solar MILES based model shares the same input stellar library as MILES model. The G05 model was constructed from theoretical stellar spectra, and is the best available theoretical model. We use them when empirical data are incomplete, e.g., for young stellar populations. The model ingredients are described in section 3.1. Since the MILES models are built from the MILES stellar library, currently the best empirical optical stellar library and widely used by several stellar population models (e.g., Conroy & Gunn (2010) ; Maraston and Strömbäck (2011); Vazdekis et al. (2010 Vazdekis et al. ( , 2012 ), we therefore use the MILES templates as our standard.
Differences of stellar population models
Stellar population models have several distinct properties. The parameter ranges for the models we compare in this work are given in Table 1 . They vary in age and metallicity ranges, as well as in stellar libraries. We will investigate how each of these affects our results. The key ingredients of stellar population models that describe the individual spectra of stellar systems from different sources are as follows. BC03 mainly uses a combination of the empirical stellar library STELIB (Le Borgne et al. 2003 ) and a series of theoretical stellar libraries BaSeL (Lejeune, Cuisinier, & Buser 1997 , 1998 Westera et al. 2002) . The BC03 SSPs are likely to be biased in the optical, having been built from the STELIB library that contains 249 stars, with very few stars at non-solar metallicities. The MILES model is based on the empirical MILES stellar library that covers a wide range of stellar parameter space (i.e., T eff , log g, and [Fe/H]), with four times more stars than in STELIB. The G05 model is based on a theoretical stellar library; they contain a wide age range, helpful in understanding the contribution from younger stellar components in the host galaxies. The MILES-based MS11 model used the same stellar library as MILES, with a special procedure for integrating the light of thermally pulsing asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) stars. The MS11 solar templates are the subset of MILES-based MS11 SPM that assume solar metallicity abundances.
We also note that the resolutions of different SPMs are different, but this does not have a significant impact on our results, since the SDSS spectra have lower or similar resolution as the template libraries. In addition, the velocity dispersions in host galaxies (a few hundred km s −1 ) are bigger than the differences in resolution (a few tens km s −1 ) Figure 2 . Full spectrum model comparison, spectra were normalised at λλ 5500Å. MILES templates were smoothed to the same resolution as BC03 for fair comparison. Note the discrepancies at long wavelength, and the systematically lower flux of BC03 in the 4000-5000Å range in the middle panels. Notes: The Bruzual & Charlot (2003) model has a resolution of 3Å from 3200-9500Å, and lower resolution in other wavelength ranges. G05 refers to the model published in González Delgado et al. (2005) . We used the Padova isochrone choice for the MILES and G05 models. We used the MILES based stellar population from MS11 at solar metallicity only in this work to compare with Thomas et al. (2013) .
of the stellar population models whose resolution is determined by the stellar libraries used. When comparing the models with the observations, broadening the stellar models to fit the spectral features of the observations erases the resolution differences. Therefore, the resolution difference issue is not further discussed in this work. , spectra were normalised at λλ 4830Å. Right: Model comparison zoomed in the red at same metallicity, spectra were normalised at λλ 6520Å. The fractional flux difference is derived by taking the difference between MILES models and BC03, normalized to MILES models.
Spectral line features of stellar population models
We first directly compare different stellar population templates from each SPM available with the same parameters (i.e., age, metallicity, and initial mass function), as the spectral line features are particularly important in the subtraction procedure to yield the type II AGN candidates. In Figure 2 we show the MILES and BC03 stellar population templates for representative ages of 63 Myr, 1 Gyr and 12.5 Gyr at solar ([Fe/H] = 0.0) and sub-solar metallicity ([Fe/H] = −0.4). We see that for a given population, these two sets of models agree best at older ages (12.5 Gyr) with solar metallicity. At younger ages, i.e., 63 Myr and 1 Gyr, inconsistencies are seen in both the Balmer lines and the overall shapes (i.e., the colors). At sub-solar metallicity, there are inconsistencies in the red, ∼ 6800-7400Å, especially for older populations. Although we have normalised the models at 5500Å, there are still some color discrepancies.
To better understand the similarities and differences of the models in the wavelength ranges of the four main type II AGN identification lines, we zoom in on the SSPs. In Fig 3a, we see that at solar metallicity, these two sets of models agree with each other especially at older ages (12.5 Gyr). However, models show differences in the depth of Hα (Fig 3b) at younger ages, with a 7% of difference observed for 1 Gyr models. In general, MILES templates show stronger absorption Balmer lines than BC03.
We show the MILES-based MS11 solar and compare them with MILES SSPs in Figs 4a and 4b. Although both MS11 solar and MILES used the MILES stellar library as their optical input, we still observe remarkable line differences and continuum variation, due to the other inputs that comprise a SPM. The MS11 models tend to have slightly stronger Balmer absorption lines than MILES at the youngest and oldest ages, but have weaker Balmer absorption lines than MILES at intermediate ages (1 Gyr).
IS TYPE II AGN IDENTIFICATION TEMPLATE-DEPENDENT?
To check our method and the validity of our results, we compared our line fluxes with the values in the SDSS data release for the emission line galaxies identified by our MILES-based template subtraction. Note that we use the MILES stellar population model while SDSS DR8 uses BC03; therefore some differences in emission line fluxes are expected. The comparison between the fluxes of diagnostic lines (Hβ, [O III] 5007, Hα and [N II] 6584) from our fits and those from SDSS shows a good linear correlation (see ZCF18). The Hβ line is the weakest in general, so the scatter is larger than in the other lines.
Although the line fluxes correlate well overall, AGN identification based on the line flux ratios [O III] 5007/Hβ and [N II] 6584/Hα may have significant differences. Since galaxies near the boundary are the most likely to shift categories (AGN to star-forming galaxies or vice versa), we begin to examine differences in line ratio by selecting a subsample of objects within 0.02 dex of the Kewley et al. (2001a) boundary using MILES stellar population templates for host galaxy subtraction. This subsample contains 145 emission line galaxies. 
Type II AGN identification variations
Fig 5 shows the BPT diagram for this boundary sample, with MILES-based line ratios marked as blue triangles, BC03-based line ratios (Aihara et al. 2011) shown as grey crosses, and the MILES-based MS11 solar (Thomas et al. 2013 ) result shown as magenta triangles. The line ratios using BC03 are systematically higher than those using MILES. Evidently, more galaxies are classified as AGN when the background galaxy subtraction is processed with BC03 templates, while the line ratios from using MS11 solar templates are systematically shifted into the composite region, i.e., between Kewley et al. (2001a) and Kauffmann et al. (2003) We then expanded our study to the full emission line sample defined by MILES template subtraction. The BPT diagram for these 3350 galaxies is shown in Fig 6. The narrow emission line galaxies are shown as grey crosses, type II AGN (MILES based) are shown as blue triangles. In panels (b) and (c), we show the line ratios from fluxes when using BC03 and MS11 solar templates, respectively, for the same galaxies. The symbols reflect AGN identification based on MILES template subtraction. We see that BC03-based line ratios tend to move toward the AGN region, except for a few outliers. MS11 solar based line ratios move in the opposite direction, and some of the MILES-based AGN shift into the composite region.
In order to learn which type II AGN are most sensitive to the choice of stellar templates, we examine two classes of misidentification, taking the result from MILES template-subtraction as the standard. The first class is type II AGN identified by BC03 but not identified by MILES templates, i.e., "false positives"; the second class is type II AGN identified by MILES templates but not identified by MS11 solar , i.e., "false negatives". 38 erg s −1 can have a misidentification rate as large as ∼ 50%. Furthermore, we limit the 2MRS-SDSS sample to have S/N≥3 for all four AGN diagnostic lines for all three sets of templates to avoid effects of low signal to noise, which results in 2300 remaining galaxies. As shown in Fig 8, there is still a clear systematic shift between BC03 and MILES line ratios. We calculate the misidentification fraction with the new sample and get a similar result: 21.5% of type II AGN identified by using BC03 templates are not identified as AGN when using MILES templates. Similarly, 28.1% of MILES type II AGN fall below the Kewley et al. (2001a) boundary when using MS11 solar derived fluxes. 
Misidentification of LINERs and Seyfert II
Low-ionization narrow emission-line regions (LINERs) were first defined by Heckman (1980) , and are different from Seyfert II galaxies. Typical LINERs have spectra features dominated by lines arising from low ionization states; their luminosities are similar to giant Hii regions; and they are common. AGN located above the Kewley et al. (2001a) boundary in the [O III]/Hβ-[N II]/Hα diagram can be either LINERs or Seyfert II. It is, therefore, pertinent to investigate if LINERs or Seyfert II dominates the misidentification rate. In addition, Hα equivalent width (EW) < 3Å is proposed to be an indicator of LINERs whose emissions are from hot evolved stars (Cid Fernandes et al. 2010) . The detailed discussion is in Appendix A. In summary, no significant difference is found in the misidentification rate between LINERs and Seyfert II. Since none of the misidentified Seyfert II or LINERs have Hα EW ≤ 3Å, it is unlikely the misidentified LINERs in our sample are powered by hot evolved stars.
Dependence on data quality
Our study of the misidentified fraction as a function the overall quality of the spectrum, i.e., the continuum S/N ratio is detailed in Appendix B. In summary, no strong correlation between the misidentified fraction and data quality is found.
Comparisons of Templates
Fig 9 illustrates the difference in the best fit using the MILES and BC03 stellar population models as templates, zooming in on the best-fit ratios around the line regions we use to identify type II AGN candidates. The best fit using the MILES model predicts stronger Balmer lines (i.e., Hα and Hβ lines) than that using BC03 templates. We show the flux variations between the results from BC03 and MILES template subtraction in Fig 10. The type II AGN identified by MILES template subtraction are highlighted in red circles. The mean flux of Hβ from BC03 type II AGN is ∼ 26% fainter than that from MILES templates, and the Hα line fit from BC03 is ∼ 6% fainter. Most of the type II Figure 9 . An example showing comparison of the best fit models from the full-spectrum-fitting result using MILES and BC03 as templates. The 'bestfit ratio' is the ratio between best fit derived by BC03 templates and the one derived by MILES templates.
AGN have stronger [O III]
fluxes from BC03 than from MILES templates. The fluxes of [N II] from BC03 and MILES templates are consistent with each other. The inaccurate absorption lines of BC03 model is also described in detail by other groups (e.g., González Delgado et al. 2005; Koleva et al. 2008 ).
The differences between MILES and MS11 solar are more surprising since they use the same input stellar library. This difference could be due to the treatment of the TP-AGB stars affecting SSPs between 0.2 to 2 Gyr. However, we examined the stellar population components of the sample galaxies, and found only 8% of them contain younger (age ≤ 2 Gyr) populations. In each of these galaxies, young stellar populations contribute less than 56% of the optical light. This means the systematic shift of line ratios when using MS11 solar is not dominated by the special treatment of TP-AGB stars.
Furthermore, we note that we used all the available metalicities in the MILES model, and our best fits indicate that most (∼ 70%) of our galaxies favour metal-rich models, as shown in Fig 11. The green subsample high-lights galaxies containing only one stellar population. While it is true that there is a degeneracy between age and metallicity when fitting only colors, as noted by Thomas et al. (2013) , the degeneracy is lifted when simultaneously fitting both the absorption lines and the continuum (e.g., Reichardt, Jimenez & Heavens 2001) . Therefore, the choice of metallicity range of the templates also plays a role in type II AGN identifications. A detailed comparison between the stellar population models by Maraston and Strömbäck (2011) and Vazdekis et al. (2010) is beyond the scope of this work, and will not be addressed here.
Young stellar populations and wavelength range
Young stellar populations (≤63 Myr) are absent in all of the templates families discussed above. However, as we show in the Appendix C, the lack of young stellar populations does not significantly affect AGN identifications. We use G05 to explore young populations since empirical young SPMs are not available, and discuss the consistency between the G05 model and the MILES model at 63 Myr. An expansion of MILES model with G05 young population models is presented and used for AGN identification around the Kewley et al. (2001a) border. We also examined differences . The metallicity distribution of the major population components of SDSS DR8 galaxies from the full-spectrumfitting result. The green histogram shows the ones that contain only one simple stellar population.
due to wavelength ranges used in host galaxy subtraction in Appendix D. We find that young stellar populations (i.e. age ≤ 63Myr) and the wavelength ranges used in the fit make little to no difference in AGN identification rates.
CONCLUSIONS
We have examined the differences in optical identification of type II AGN in nearby (z ≤ 0.09) galaxies with SDSS DR8 spectra, resulting from host galaxy subtraction using MILES, BC03, and MS11 solar as stellar templates. We found that type II AGN identification is sensitive to the stellar template. Comparing the results of using the BC03 and MILES SPMs to subtract absorption lines in SDSS DR8 data, we determined that one quarter of the sample is misidentified as type II AGN by BC03 relative to MILES. Results using the MS11 solar templates show fewer galaxies identified as AGN relative to MILES. We also find a 22% disagreement overall the work of Thomas et al. (2013) , which used MS11 solar for their host galaxy continuum and absorption subtraction. We traced the problem to the incomplete range of metallicities of the SPMs used in template fitting. The misidentification of both using BC03 (e.g., the work of MPA-JHU, SDSS DR8) and using MS11 solar (e.g., the work of Thomas et al. (2013) ) is greatest for objects with low [O III] luminosities, and is up to 50% for [O III]5007 luminosity fainter than 10 38 erg s −1 . The stellar population models used for the subtraction of the host galaxy contribution should be taken into account when using the emission line fluxes, or the AGN fractions, from a catalog especially if the results from different catalogs are compared. 
APPENDIX

A. MISIDENTIFICATION OF LINERS AND SEYFERT II
Whether low-ionization nuclear emission-line regions (LINERs) are AGN is a topic that has been debated in literature. Ho (1996 Ho ( , 2008 and Masegosa et al. (2011) , for example, argued that a significant fraction of LINERs are lowluminosity AGN. Other studies have suggested that LINERs are, instead, shock heated gas (Dopita & Sutherland 1995) , starburst activity (Terlevich & Melnick 1985; Alonso-Herrero et al 2000) , or post-AGB stars (Singh et al. 2013 ). Cid Fernandes et al. (2010) suggest that Hα EW can differentiate between the different ionization mechanisms which lead to the overlap in the LINER region of traditional diagnostic diagrams. According to the bimodal distribution of Hα EW, Cid Fernandes et al. (2011) suggest that LINERs with Hα EW > 3Å are likely to be true AGN, while those with Hα EW < 3Å have emissions from hot evolved stars.
In order to discern the nature of the LINERs in our sample using the Hα EW, we first separate the AGN identified from MILES based line ratios into LINERs and Seyfert II using the Kewley et al. (2006) criteria. Fig 12 shows the misidentified LINERs and Seyfert II when using BC03 templates as a function of Hα EW. None of the galaxies are found to have Hα EW < 3Å. Therefore, there are no LINERs powered by hot evolved stars, as defined by Cid Fernandes et al. (2010) , in our misidentified sample. The misidentification instead mainly comes from line ratio variations due to template subtraction. Furthermore, Fig 12 shows that no clear separation of Hα EW distribution is observed between the misidentified LINERs and Seyfert II galaxies.
The line ratios based on MILES template-subtraction is shown in Fig 13 panel (a) . Galaxies are limited to the sample with S/N ≥ 3 for all four lines in all three templates. Seyfert II are shown in purple and LINERs are shown in dark green. We also show the line ratios based on BC03 in panel (b) and line ratios based on MS11 solar in panel (c) for the same galaxies. As clearly shown in the plots, line ratios derived from the different template-subtractions show systematic shifts. BC03 based line ratios shift towards the AGN/Seyfert II regions; while the MS11 solar based line ratios show the opposite trend.
Of the Seyfert II identified using BC03, 20.7% fall below the Kewley et al. (2001a) using MILES-based line ratios. Similarly, the false positive rate of the BC03 LINERs is 14.6%. Our investigation of MS11 solar based line ratios shows a 26.0% false negative rate for Seyfert II and a 27.7% false negative rate for LINERs. Roughly half of the misidentified galaxies are (were) Seyfert II and half are (were) LINERs.
B. DEPENDENCE ON DATA QUALITY
We examine the misidentified AGN fraction against the overall data quality of the spectrum, i.e., the continuum S/N ratio. Since S/N varies at different wavelengths, we choose the continuum S/N near the Hβ line (hereafter S/N(Hβ)) for this purpose as Hβ is the weakest of the four type II AGN identification lines. Figure 14a Comparing parameters of the BC03 and MILES models in Table 1 , we note that BC03 contains younger stellar populations than MILES. Young stellar populations are hard to model due to the lack of empirical observations. BC03 models have young stellar populations with a corrected continuum but their lines have not been corrected (Bruzual & Charlot 2003, Section 2.2.3) , especially at non-solar metallicities (González Delgado et al. 2005) . We instead resort to theoretical young stellar populations. We expand the MILES model by adding young theoretical stellar population templates from G05 to make up for the fact that there are not many empirical stellar libraries covering that parameter space. As pointed out by Charlot & Fall (2000) , stellar populations younger than ∼ 3-4 Myr do not contribute to the observed spectra, because their absorption features are hidden behind their optically thick Hii cloud. We therefore have confidence that using the models by González Delgado et al. (2005) models are in general consistent with each other even at the boundary of the MILES model, with less than 10 percent deviation in their residual spectra.
C.2. AGN identification with the addition of young stellar populations
The consistency discussed above gives us confidence that mixing theoretical and empirical models does not introduce systematic effects. Because the wavelength range in González Delgado et al. (2005) is slightly shorter than MILES, we truncate the MILES model to the common wavelength range λλ3500 − 7000Å. All stellar population models younger than 63 Myr from González Delgado et al. (2005) were broadened to the same resolution as MILES.
Following our initial strategy, we limit the sample within 0.02 dex around the Kewley et al. (2001a) boundary in BPT diagram to investigate the line ratio variations. We fit the SDSS spectra using the young-population-extended MILES templates. We found that only three objects out of the 145 boundary galaxies contain young population components, with a contribution less than four percent in each of the cases. Fits for the other 142 galaxies give almost exactly the 
D. WAVELENGTH RANGE DEPENDENCE
We also considered whether the wavelength range used for the spectrum fitting and absorption and continuum component subtraction may play a role in AGN identification. We performed this test using both the BC03 templates and MILES templates.
As mentioned above, we expanded the MILES models with young stellar populations with G05 with truncated wavelength 3500-7000Å since the red wavelength limit of G05 models is 7000Å. The line ratio variation from wavelength We changed the fitting wavelength range to be λλ3800 − 7500Å in testing the BC03 templates. The results are shown in Fig 19 to illustrate the difference from the original fitting wavelength of λλ3800−9200Å. The grey histograms show the distribution of SDSS DR8 line ratios, and the golden histograms show the line ratios derived by truncated spectrum-fitting using BC03. The line ratios from truncated wavelength fit, still scatter around the same region in the BPT diagram as the result from wider wavelength range.
A detailed systematic analysis on the line ratios of truncated BC03 templates is shown in in Fig 
